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theorists) need smaller amount of information about the target objects when forming strong attitudes.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Dweck, Chiu, and Hong (1995) identify two distinct implicit 

self-theories—entity vs. incremental theory. People who endorse 
entity theory (entity theorists) believe that their personal traits (i.e., 
personality and intelligence) are fixed, while people who endorse in-
cremental theory (incremental theorists) view their personal traits as 
malleable. This line of research has found that individuals can extend 
their implicit self-theories to other people and even to brands/prod-
ucts (e.g. Yorkstone, Nunes, and Matta 2010; Park and John 2010).

Recently, Kwon and Nayakankuppam (working paper) find 
that individuals’ implicit self-theory orientation affects their attitude 
formation processes towards products/brands. Specifically, they find 
that entity theorists form attitudes with lower level of elaboration, 
but the strengths associated with the attitudes are greater, than incre-
mental theorists. These findings are noteworthy because they suggest 
that the link between elaboration and attitude strength could be more 
complicated than the consistent finding in the attitude literature: 
strong attitudes are products of effortful cognitive elaboration (Petty 
and Cacioppo 1984; Petty and Wegener 1999).

In this paper, we examine the underlying mechanism of this 
strong attitude formation without high level of elaboration. We 
propose that, compared to incremental, entity theorists have lower 
thresholds to form strong attitudes: in contrast to incremental, entity 
theorists need smaller amount of information on the target objects 
when forming strong attitudes.

Study 1
Study 1 is a 2 (implicit self-theory: entity vs. incremental) by 

2 (argument quality: strong vs. weak) between-subject design. We 
manipulate an individual’s implicit self-theory orientation using 
the generalized implicit self-theory manipulation technique (Chiu, 
Hong, and Dweck, 1997). We manipulate the argument quality of 
persuasive messages and examine if the level of cognitive elabora-
tion is different between entity and incremental theorists when form-
ing attitudes.

To test the threshold difference, we employed the dual task ex-
periment practice. Participants were asked to complete two different 
tasks simultaneously. However, they were clearly instructed that one 
task is more important than the other. Their primary task was to form 
attitudes towards a new brand based on 10 arguments (all strong or 
all weak arguments depending on the argument quality condition) 
showing on a screen one at a time. The secondary task was to simul-
taneously monitor 10 unrelated statements from an auditory source, 
which served as distractors. After the dual task, participants were 
given true/false questions for every distracting statement (total 10 
questions). 

We predict that both theorists will focus on their primary tasks 
at the beginning. Later on, however, they will switch their focuses 
onto their secondary tasks if only they do not need any additional 
information on the attitude object because they have already formed 
and become certain about the attitudes (i.e. strong attitudes). As a 
result, we anticipate that participants are less likely to correctly re-
member the first few distractors, but more likely to remember the 
last few distractors. We expect that compared to incremental, entity 
theorists will form and become certain about their attitudes earlier 
(i.e. with fewer number of persuasive arguments). As such, they will 

switch their focus from the primary (i.e. processing persuasive argu-
ments) to the secondary task (i.e. monitoring unrelated statements) 
faster than incremental theorists.

The results revealed that the percentages of correct answers for 
the first four (#1, #2, #3, and #4) and the last three (#8, #9, and #10) 
distracting statements were not significantly different between en-
tity and incremental priming. The differences were found only in the 
middle range (#5: F (1, 119) = 5.00, p < .05; #6: F (1, 119) = 14.12, 
p < .001; #7: F (1, 119) = 8.35, p < .005). Entity theorists struggled 
to remember the first four distractors, but successfully remembered 
from the fifth, whereas incremental theorists struggled until seventh 
distractors and successfully remembered from the eighth. These re-
sults reveal that compared to incremental, entity theorists need small-
er amount of information to form and be certain about their attitudes 
(i.e. strong attitudes). In order words, entity theorists have lower 
threshold in forming strong attitudes than incremental theorists.

More importantly, the analysis of the two-way, implicit self-
theory by argument quality interaction demonstrated that only in-
cremental theorists were affected by argument quality manipulation, 
whereas entity theorists were not. The percentages of correct answers 
for entity theorists were not different between strong and weak argu-
ment conditions (i.e. low level of elaboration), while those of incre-
mental theorists are different (i.e. high level of elaboration) under 
question #7 (F (1, 61) = 3.97, p < .05) and #8 (#5: F (1, 61) = 4.09, 
p < .05).

Study 2
We examine whether we can still find the threshold difference 

effect when multiple arguments are presented all together, rather than 
each argument is presented one by one (Study 1). Participants were 
first primed with either entity or incremental theory. They were, then, 
given a print ad displaying 10 persuasive arguments about a novel 
brand and asked to form attitudes towards the brand. Meanwhile, 
their eye fixations were recorded using an eye-tracker. To derive de-
pendent measure, we defined 10 rectangular areas of interest (AOI), 
each of which encompassed each argument.

The results supported our prediction that entity theorists would 
spend less time than incremental theorists to view the print ad 
(MEnt=20.79, MInc=28.99 seconds, F (1, 26) = 5.61, p < .05). More 
importantly, entity theorists fixated on 7.71 AOIs on average, where-
as incremental theorist fixated (i.e. processed) 9.43 AOIs. These 
differences were statistically significant (F (1, 26) = 8.32, p < .01). 
These results illustrate that the threshold difference exists even when 
arguments are presented all together.

Discussion
A consistent finding in the attitude literature is that strong atti-

tudes are products of effortful cognitive elaboration. Recently, how-
ever, researchers suggest that this link could be more complicated. 
Specifically, it is found that entity theorists can form strong attitudes 
with low level of elaboration. The purpose of this study is to unveil 
the way entity theorists can form strong attitudes easily and quickly. 
We suggest that, in contrast to incremental, entity theorists have low-
er thresholds to form strong attitudes. Our findings contribute to both 
the implicit self-theory and attitude strength literature.
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Figure 1 . The percentage of correct answers for true/false 
questions for each distracting statement
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- The X-axis represents the distracting statement number.

Incremental-primed
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Figure 2 . A Typical Fixation of  
Each Theorist While Forming Attitudes
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